INTERPRETATION (See also BIBLE.) also PARADIGMS

"Bible I." (June/70). 30
"What happened?..." 402 cartoon: "Will somebody please explain...?" 412
...and subj./obj. (Wink, Frei). 488

Integration of Old/New Literature/Life
655 Roots of the Roots: "Text"/"Context"
752 Sense-Making: Interpretation, the neocortical urge t
5 The Use of the Bible in the New Age

739 Pastoral Counseling: Non-Exhaustion as the Open Prin
ciple

41 Diagrams

662. InductiveBS (Kuist, 1937)"
INTERPRETATION (Cont'd)

1002 Life-contexting the Bible
1000 Paradigm as abstract concretion (allegory)
1006 Jung as Mystagogue 3
1015 Sense-Making, Scriptural sanction and
999 Intro. to Paradigms
1016 V. Aleixandre "Moses" poem
1024 Life-contexting M.2.1-13
1052. "I say it's spinach, and I say the hell with it."
1106. SEARS "Caution!"
1124. On ex. (h. my "2AP" poem)
1129. Pinty mini-cut (cartoon)
1362. A.D. Caudron Ann